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Course Outline 11 ATAR English 

Unit 1 

Week 
Key teaching points 

Syllabus content 
Assessment tasks 

(week given, week due) 

1 

• Introduction to the Unit One 
course and outline 

• Explanation of syllabus 
• Revision of prose conventions 
• In-class essay to unseen text. 
• Task expectations 

• Rationale 
• Aims 
• Organisation 
• Grade descriptions 
• Glossary 
• Assessment outline 
 

Examine the language, structure and features of one imaginative, interpretive or 
persuasive text, including: 

• explaining the ways language features, text structures and conventions 
communicate ideas and perspectives 

• evaluating the impact of description and imagery 

 

Task One (2.5%) (Given Term 1, Week 1, 
Due Term1, Week 2) 
Responding: 
In-class essay response to written text 

2–5 

Focus on an extended imaginative, 
interpretive or persuasive text, 
analysing the relationship between 
purpose, context and audience and 
how these relationships influence a 
text and its meaning; investigate 
how text structures and language 
features communicate ideas and 
represent people and events in a 
text.  
 
Introduction to context and 
distinctive context rhetoric 

• Introduction to To Kill a 
Mockingbird 

• Context of novel 
• Themes and issues of the 

novel 

Investigate the relationships between language, context and meaning by: 

• explaining how texts are created in and for different contexts  
• analysing how language choices are made for different purposes and in 

different contexts using appropriate metalanguage 

Examine the language, structure and features of imaginative, interpretive and 
persuasive texts, including: 

• explaining the ways language features, text structures and conventions 
communicate ideas and perspectives 

• explaining the ways text structures, language features and stylistic choices are 
used in different types of texts  

• analysing how vocabulary, idiom and rhetoric are used for different purposes 
and contexts  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task Two (7.5%) (Given Term 1, Week 5, 
Due Term 1, week 5) 
Responding: Unseen question. In-class 
essay on an extended text. 



Week 
Key teaching points 

Syllabus content 
Assessment tasks 

(week given, week due) 

Study of  
• types of texts 
• language 
• issues and ideas 
• context 
• purpose and audience 

• evaluating the impact of description and imagery. 

Analyse and evaluate how responses to texts, including students’ own responses, 
are influenced by: 

• purpose, taking into account that a text’s purpose is often open to debate  

• personal, social and cultural context 

• the use of techniques associated with imaginative, interpretive and persuasive 
texts. 

 

 

 

6–8 

The Lorax by Dr Seuss 
• context 
• language features 
• structure 
• stylistic choices 
• audience 
• theme 
• stylistic choices 
• concise language 

construction 
 
Study of persuasive texts as a form 
of communicating a stance on an 
issue e.g.  

• Purpose 
• Context 
• Use of persuasive 

techniques                
• Editorials 
• Political language 

 

Investigate the relationships between language, context and meaning by: 

• explaining how texts are created in and for different contexts  
• 3nalyzing how language choices are made for different purposes and in 

different contexts using appropriate metalanguage 
• evaluating the choice of mode and medium in shaping the response of 

audiences, including digital texts. 

 
 
 
 
 
Task Three (10%) (Given Term 1, Week 8, 
Due Term 1, Week 8) 
Responding: Unseen questions. In-class two 
short answer responses  
 

9 YEAR 11 CAMP 



Week 
Key teaching points 

Syllabus content 
Assessment tasks 

(week given, week due) 

10 

 
Introduce Fahrenheit 451  
• Oral techniques 
• Research techniques 
• Oral examples such as 
Political Speeches 
 

Analyse and evaluate how responses to texts, including students’ own responses, 
are influenced by: 

• purpose, taking into account that a text’s purpose is often open to debate  

• personal, social and cultural context 

• the use of techniques associated with imaginative, interpretive and persuasive 
texts. 

Reflect on their own and others’ texts by: 

• analysing textual evidence to assess the purpose and context of texts 

• questioning responses to texts  

• investigating the impact and uses of imaginative, interpretive and persuasive 
texts. 

 

 

 

11–13 

Advertising: Written/Print 
advertisements 

• Methods of persuasion 
e.g. language features; 
conventions 

Comparison of advertisements 
from different cultural and time 
contexts. 

Investigate the relationships between language, context and meaning by: 

• evaluating the choice of mode and medium in shaping the response of 
audiences, including digital texts. 

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and 
audiences in real and imagined contexts   

• drawing on a range of technologies  

• combining visual, spoken and written elements where appropriate 

• using evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 

• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and proofreading  

Task Four (10%)(Given Week 1, Term 2, 
Due Term 2, week 3) Creating: Class and 
home. All drafting and editing to be 
submitted. 
In the editorial, construct a multimodal text 
from a clear perspective to persuade your 
intended audience.  
You must also submit a second annotated 
copy to explain the techniques you have 
used. 



Week 
Key teaching points 

Syllabus content 
Assessment tasks 

(week given, week due) 

• using accurate spelling, punctuation, syntax and metalanguage.  

14 

Deliver oral presentations Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and 
audiences in real and imagined contexts   

• combining visual, spoken and written elements where appropriate using 
evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 
• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and proofreading  

Task Five (7.5%) (Set in Term 1, Week 10 
due in Term 2, Week 4) 
Creating: Oral presentation 
Research the context of a text and the 
author of the text not studied in class. In an 
oral presentation, discuss the extent to 
which your understanding of the text has 
been influenced by your research and by an 
awareness of your own personal context. 

15 

• Review syllabus content. 
• Review individual strengths and 

areas for focus. 
• Review time management skills 

for test conditions. 
• Review short answer and essay 

response formats. 

Revision of syllabus and course content  

16   Semester 1 Examination (10%) 

 

  



Unit 2 

Week Key teaching points Syllabus content Assessment tasks 

1–3 

• Introduction to the 
Semester Two course 

• Revision of prose 
conventions 

• Issues facing Australia 
today – racism 

• Compare texts in a variety 
of contexts, media and 
modes 

Through the close study of text 
extracts and other short texts 
consider how meaning is shaped 
through the relationship between 
language, text, purpose, context 
and audience. Investigate how text 
structures and language features 
communicate ideas and represent 
people, human experience and 
events. Analyse changing 
responses to texts over time. 
Topics covered: 
Stolen Generations and 
Government responses 

• Texts (written, visual, 
multi-modal) and stories 

Immigration especially illegal 
immigrants and Australian 
response 

• Texts (written, visual, 
multi-modal) and short 
stories 

• Relationship between 
purpose and style in these 
texts 

• Language features 
• Structure, style 

Analyse and evaluate how and why responses to texts vary through: 

• the impact of language and structural choices on shaping own and others’ 
interpretations 

• the ways ideas, attitudes and voices are represented 

• the interplay between imaginative, interpretive and persuasive techniques 

• analysing changing responses to texts over time and in different cultural 
contexts.  

Create a range of texts: 

• using imaginative, interpretive and persuasive elements for different purposes, 
contexts and audiences  

 

 

Task Six (5%) Given Term 2, Week 8, Due 
Term 2, Week 10) 
Responding: In class short answer format. 
Three unseen texts provided across a range 
of contexts, media and modes. Students will 
need to respond to two questions. 

 



Week Key teaching points Syllabus content Assessment tasks 

• How texts influence and 
shape audience response, 
perspectives and 
interpretations 

• How mood and attitude 
are shaped by these texts 

 

4–7 

Focused study of an extended text, 
analyzing the relationship between 
purpose, context and audience and 
how these influence a text and its 
meaning; investigate how stylistic 
elements of texts position 
audiences 
My Place by Sally Morgan  

• Analyse context 
• Language features 
• Values and attitudes 
• Choice of structure and its 

influence on shaping 
perspectives and 
interpretations 

View Rabbit Proof Fence 
• Language 
• Visual conventions and 

symbolism 
• Language 
• Influence of movie on 

audience perspectives and 
interpretations 

Comparison of texts and their 
impact on audience and their 
communication of similar issue 
 

 Investigate the representation of ideas, attitudes and voices in texts, including: 

• analysing the ways language features, text structures and stylistic choices 
shape perspectives and interpretations 

• evaluating the effects of rhetorical devices  
• analysing the effects of using multimodal and digital conventions 
• analysing how attitude and mood are shaped. 

Analyse and evaluate how and why responses to texts vary through: 

• the impact of language and structural choices on shaping own and others’ 
interpretations 

• analysing changing responses to texts over time and in different cultural 
contexts.  

Create a range of texts: 

• selecting and applying appropriate textual evidence to support arguments 

• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and proofreading  

• using accurate spelling, punctuation, syntax and metalanguage 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task Seven (7.5%) (Given Week 1, Term 3, 
Due Week 7) 
Responding: In-class essay on extended 
text. 
 

8–10 

View several news and current 
affairs shows 

• Compare content, context 
and use of language 

Compare texts in a variety of contexts, media and modes by: 

• explaining the relationship between purpose and context 
• analysing the style and structure of texts  

 
 
 
 
 



Week Key teaching points Syllabus content Assessment tasks 

• Various news text formats 
and structures 

• Use of sustained voice, 
tone and style 

• Selection of content and 
textual evidence 

Preparation and presentation of 
group news program 

• evaluating the construction of hybrid texts. 

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and 
audiences in real and imagined contexts   

• combining visual, spoken and written elements where appropriate using 
evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 
• using strategies for planning, editing and proofreading 

 

 
 
Task Eight (7.5%) (Given Term 3, Week 8, 
Due Week 10) 
Creating: Oral presentation. 
Working in pairs or small group, present a 
news or current affairs program which 
represents the world and human experience 
in a particular way. (Group mark and 
individual oral presentation mark) 

11–13 

Comparison of two texts in same 
context 
View Rebel Without a Cause and 
Grease 

• Language 
• Structure 
• Conventions 

Context of 1950s (Rebel Without a 
Cause) and 1970s when Grease was 
made even though set in 1950s) 

• Discuss values, attitudes 
and representation of 
teenagers – ways in which 
ideas, values, attitudes 
and voices are 
represented 

 
Changing responses over time 
 
Short Stories focusing on ways in 
which ideas, values, attitudes and 
voices are represented 

Investigate the representation of ideas, attitudes and voices in texts, including: 

analysing the ways language features, text structures and stylistic choices shape 
perspectives and interpretations 

evaluating the effects of rhetorical devices  

analysing the effects of using multimodal and digital conventions 

analysing how attitude and mood are shaped. 

Analyse and evaluate how and why responses to texts vary through: 

• the impact of language and structural choices on shaping own and others’ 
interpretations 

• the ways ideas, attitudes and voices are represented 

• the interplay between imaginative, interpretive and persuasive techniques 

• analysing changing responses to texts over time and in different cultural 
contexts. 

Create a range of texts: 

• experimenting with text structures, language features and multimodal devices 

• developing and sustaining voice, tone and style  

Reflect on their own and others’ texts by: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task Nine (7.5%) (Given Term 3, Week 9, 
Due Term 3, week 10) 
Responding: Short answer response.  
 



Week Key teaching points Syllabus content Assessment tasks 

• analysing the values and attitudes expressed in texts 

• evaluating the effectiveness of texts in representing ideas, attitudes and voices  

• critically examining how and why texts position readers and viewers. 

14 

Short stories 
Using imaginative, interpretive and 
persuasive elements for different 
purposes, contexts and audiences 

• Sustaining voice, tone and 
style 

Create a range of texts: 

• using imaginative, interpretive and persuasive elements for different purposes, 
contexts and audiences  

• developing and sustaining voice, tone and style  

 

Task Ten (10%) (Given Week 12, Due end of 
Week 15) 
Creating: In class. Students draft, edit and 
complete in class, no notes (Two lessons) 
In the form of a short story, position an 
audience to respond in a particular way to 
the image provided. 

15 

• Review syllabus content. 
• Review individual strengths and 

areas for focus. 
• Review time management skills 

for test conditions. 
• Review short answer and essay 

response formats. 

Revision of syllabus and course content  

16   Semester 2:  Examination 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Simple Assessment Grid 

 

Assessment Grid 

Assessment Type Semester 1 Semester 2 Total 
Responding Task 1 – In-class essay (2.5%) 

Task 2 – In-class essay – Mockingbird (7.5%) 
Task 3 – In-class Short Answer (10%) 

Task 6 – In-class Short Answer (5%) 
Task 7 – In-class essay (7.5) 
Task 9 – In-class Short Answer (7.5%) 

40% 

Creating Task 4 – Editorial (10%) 
Task 5 – Oral Presentation (7.5%) 

Task 8 – Oral Presentation (7.5%) 
Task 10 – Composition (10%) 

35% 

Exam Semester 1 Exam (10%) Semester 2 Exam (15%) 25% 
 



11 ATAR ASSESSMENT OUTLINE 

Type of 
assessment 

Assessment 
type  

Weighting 

Semester  
Week set – 
week due  

Content Covered  Assessment 
task 

weighting 

Responding  
 
 

40%   Semester One 
 

 

Semester 1 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Examine the language, structure and features of one 
imaginative text, including: 

• explaining the ways language features, text structures 
and conventions communicate ideas and perspectives 

Task 1: (Set Week 1, due Week 2) In class essay 
 

2.5% 

Semester 1 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Investigate the relationships between language, context and 
meaning by: 

• explaining how texts are created in and for different 
contexts  

• analysing how language choices are made for 
different purposes and in different contexts using 
appropriate metalanguage 

Task 2: (Set Week 3, due Week 5) In class Essay 
on, To Kill a Mockingbird 

 

7.5% 

Semester 1 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Examine the language, structure and features of one 
imaginative, interpretive or persuasive text, including: 

• explaining the ways language features, text structures 
and conventions communicate ideas and perspectives 

• evaluating the impact of description and imagery 

Investigate the relationships between language, context and 
meaning by: 

• explaining how texts are created in and for different 
contexts  

Task 3: (Set Week 1, Due Week  8) In class short 
answer on, ‘The Lorax’ 

 

10% 



  Semester Two 
 

 

Semester 2 

Set: Week 
Due: Week  

Investigate the relationships between language, context and 
meaning by: 

• explaining how texts are created in and for different 
contexts 

• evaluating the choice of mode and medium in shaping 
the response of audiences, including digital texts. 

Task 6: (Set Week 3, due Week 6) In class essay  

 Question on context 

7.5% 

Semester 2 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Investigate the representation of ideas, attitudes and voices 
in texts, including: 

• analysing the ways language features, text structures 
and stylistic choices shape perspectives and 
interpretations 

Analyse and evaluate how and why responses to texts vary 
through: 

• the impact of language and structural choices on shaping 
own and others’ interpretations 

 

Task 7:  (Set Week 7, Due Week 8) In class 

Short response to two written and one visual 
image based on exam question 

5% 



Semester 2 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Investigate the representation of ideas, attitudes and voices 
in texts, including: 

• analysing the ways language features, text structures 
and stylistic choices shape perspectives and 
interpretations 

• evaluating the effects of rhetorical devices  
• analysing the effects of using multimodal and digital 

conventions 

 

Task 9: (Set Week 1, due Week 13) In class and:  

 

5% 

Creating  
 

35%   Semester One 

 

 

Semester 1 

Set: Week 
Due: Week  

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for 
different purposes and audiences in real and imagined 
contexts   

• using evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 

• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and 
proofreading  

• using accurate spelling, punctuation, syntax and 
metalanguage. 

 

Task 4: (Set Week , due Week ) In class and at 
home - Editorial 

Explore the idea of personal freedom 
(editorial)Take a key issue from the themes 
explored in class and write a persuasive speech 

 

7.5% 



Semester 1 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for 
different purposes and audiences in real and imagined 
contexts   

• combining visual, spoken and written elements where 
appropriate using evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 
• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and 

proofreading 

Task 5: Speaking and Listening: (Set week , due 
Week)  

10% 

  Semester Two  

Semester 2 

Set: Week  

Due: Week  

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for 
different purposes and audiences in real and imagined 
contexts   

• combining visual, spoken and written elements where 
appropriate using evidence-based argument 

• using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols 
• using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and 

proofreading  

Task 8: Speaking and Listening: (Set Week , due 
Week ) In class and at home 

  

 

7.5% 

 

Semester 2 

Set: Week  

Due: Week 

Create a range of texts: 

• using appropriate form, content, style and tone for 
different purposes and audiences in real and imagined 
contexts   

• developing and sustaining voice, tone and style 

 

Task 10: Composition  

(Set Week 1, due Week 4) In class and at home 

10% 

25%   Semester One  



Examination 
 

Semester 1 

 Week 14/15 

  Semester 1 Examination 10% 

  Semester Two  

Semester 2 

 Week 14/15 

 Semester 2 Examination 15% 
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